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Support 12 House Democrats in Must-Win Races!
We're thrilled that Rep. Raskin (MD 08) will join us for an event to support Force Multiplier’s
Midterm House Slate. Rep. Raskin is a national leader and defender of democracy who has
served our country in many ways:
• Member of the Judiciary Committee
• Lead Manager of the 2nd Impeachment Trial of Donald Trump
• Primary author of the impeachment article charging Trump with inciting an insurrection on
Jan. 6
• Member of the Select Committee on January 6th
• Professor of Constitutional Law
• Author of Unthinkable: Trauma, Truth and the Trials of American Democracy
Rep. Raskin will speak about the state of the House, threats to our democracy, and his own
personal experiences as a Congressman and father. Just days before he was asked to lead
the second Trump impeachment, his son Thomas took his own life at 25. Reflecting on
these events in his book, he writes:

“If a person can grow through unthinkable trauma and loss,
perhaps a nation may, too.”
Join Rep. Raskin and FM on May 2nd. See details of the event in the right hand
column.
(Rep. Raskin is appearing in support of the Force Multiplier House Slate and will not be the
recipient of any funds raised by this event.)
REGISTER + DONATE to the FM House Slate

FOLLOW FM ON

twitter + facebook

Force Multiplier has launched a new Twitter account so start following us!
Follow + Repost + Retweet
+ Like us please...a great way to spread the word about FM.

Click icons + be social!
Facebook = ForceMultiplierUS
Twitter = FMultiplierUS

FM Voter Empowerment $$ at Work:
The Rural Victory Fund
Force Multiplier is pleased to report that our Voter Empowerment fundraising efforts
are being put to good use by groups in The Rural Victory Fund. Here is a sampling of
reports from the field:
RAZE/RAZA (AZ) We began our expansion into Yuma and Coconino counties, rural areas
that have had little to no progressive organizing and mobilization. These new regions will be
important in Sen. Kelly’s race for re-election, and in efforts to flip the AZ state legislature.
We launched a program of sophisticated digital organizing and video storytelling as a key
component of student and parent organizing and strengthened our capacity to do deep
canvassing. All the while we continued to provide community services such as vaccination
clinics and distribution of back-to-school supplies that also feature voter registration and
civic engagement.
Down Home North Carolina We developed our inaugural Organizer Fellowship training
program and have now launched an 8-month program of classroom training and field
immersion for a cohort of working class rural residents. Eighty of North Carolina’s one
hundred counties are rural or exurban so any winning strategy for statewide elections
requires that we carry a significant swath of rural NC. We began a hiring process for 3
regional organizers to enable us to add 9 additional chapters in 2022 which will give us
Down Home chapters in every corner of the state. We expanded our Deep Canvassing
capacity and served as a key field test partner for RDI’s Winning Jobs Narrative Project.
PA Stands UP Our Fellows Program trained 70 people from 20 counties in field organizing
and base-building skills, including one-on-one meetings and deep canvassing. We also
developed a new leadership academy that launched in early 2022, and recruited 50
members to participate in the Leadership Academy and join one of three Cohorts: the
Organizing Team, Fundraising Team, and Narrative Squad.
Progress North (WI) conducted advocacy for fair maps. We also educated local
governments on benefits in the American Rescue Plan and the Infrastructure Bill that they
qualify for and how to apply for that funding. We then worked to hold elected officials
accountable and fight the slow-walking of funding that came from Democratic-passed
legislation. We developed a dynamic digital media presence and worked with People’s
Action to build out a robust deep canvassing operation - both preparation for mobilizing
voters in 2022.
The Rural Victory Fund DONATE HERE
To read more about FM Voter Empowerment groups HERE

The Latest on Redistricting
“In a departure from a decades-long pattern in American politics, this year’s

“In a departure from a decades-long pattern in American politics, this year’s
national congressional map is poised to be balanced between the two parties,
with a nearly equal number of districts that are expected to lean Democratic and
Republican for the first time in more than 50 years.” THE NEW YORK TIMES

5 Reasons for HOPE

by Tom Hallock

To win in November we need to keep hope alive in ourselves
+ know that what we do matters.
Here are five reasons to feel hopeful about the midterms.
1. Organizing still works: In the 2021 municipal elections, Democrats flipped 21 counties
in Georgia, including mayorships and council races where groups we supported were at
work. with The help of this robust grassroots infrastructure Democrats won these elections
despite the new restrictive voting laws recently passed by the GA legislature.
2. Blue Surge voters: The 2018 midterm and 2020 Presidential election set records for
turnout. That extraordinarily large pool of 25 million “Blue Surge” Democratic voters is a
huge and historically unprecedented advantage for the Democrats. The groups we support
in the Blue Surge Turnout Fund are working hard to turn out these voters in ‘22.
3. Redistricting led to the fairest maps in 50 years: We now know that the Rs cannot
redistrict themselves back into the majority. Favorable court case decisions, an increased
number of independent commissions, and effective on-the-ground organizing has ensured
fairer maps and more competitive districts in key states like NC, PA and MI. This is due in
no small part to the organizing and legal work of the National Democratic Redistricting
Committee, which your donations supported.
4. House Races in Biden Battlegrounds: The competitive races are starting to coalesce
around districts that were won by Biden and Harris in ’20, meaning our candidates are
fighting for seats in places where Dems won before.
5. Favorable Senate landscape: In 2018 and 2020 there were nine Senate races in the
seven states that will be the key to holding the Senate in 2022. Democrats won eight of
them and lost the ninth by less than 2% in 2020. The seven Senate races we’ve picked are
in these states.
None of this guarantees victory in November. But it does mean that there is a basis for hope
+ that we can act on it + help influence the outcomes.
We cannot allow fear + despair turn us into bystanders.
There are 7 months until the midterms.
Let’s play to win.

Red State Work + Force Multiplier
by Clint Strong, Multiplier in the heart of Texas

I live in Dallas, Texas. In the brief time I’ve been active with Force Multiplier I’ve thought a
lot about what it means to work for Democratic candidates and issues in a heavily red state.

lot about what it means to work for Democratic candidates and issues in a heavily red state.
I don’t find many people who are active or knowledgeable or enthusiastic about working to
elect Democrats. Over the last few years we have not had many (any?) wins at the state
level. The result has been lots of dashed hopes and frustration. Sure, we elect Democrats
locally in this blue bubble in the big red state where I live. But for over a generation
Republicans have dominated at the state level. As a result, many progressive-minded
people here have chosen other ways to support their causes like through volunteerism
(hurray!) rather than political activism. The big opportunity then is to, one-by-one, introduce
my Democrat-leaning friends and family to ways they truly CAN be involved and make a
difference.
Though the “big picture” of keeping Democrats in charge in Washington is understandable
to my like-minded friends and family, many political concepts, terms and even some of the
basic vocabulary is not. Many people are intimidated because of their lack of understanding
of aspects of our political systems and processes, and therefore do not engage. So, one of
my challenges—and probably a challenge in all red states—is to adjust the information I
provide to the level of sophistication of the audience, to each individual I approach. Keep
the message simple and compelling and talk about the work whenever I can. How to keep
the message informative but not insultingly didactic? I’m working on that…
I explain why it is so crucial to keep Democratic Senators and Representatives in power. I
talk about how supporting FM’s candidate slates and pro-democracy organizations is the
best way to do that. And I persuade them that their investment of even just $100 through
Force Multiplier is the best way to make a difference.
These are the “basics” I have to keep in mind as I keep myself motivated and clear about
the important work Force Multiplier is doing. I think it’s working.

"The future is something that we can shape, but not something we can foresee.
Let’s not waste energy worrying about the future. Instead, let’s put that energy
into shaping it." ROBERT HUBBELL

OUR MISSION
is to empower people and multiply
their impact on democratic institutions + the electoral process
by raising funds for DEMOCRATIC candidates for FEDERAL OFFICE +
for groups that DEFEND + EXPAND THE RIGHT TO VOTE.

UPCOMING EVENTS

Meet Matt Cartwright
(PA 08)
"one of the most effective Democrats in Congress!"
The Center for Effective Lawmaking

Although Trump won in his district twice, Cartwright has been elected for five terms. He is a co-chair of the
House Democratic Policy and Communications Committee, which is developing a Caucus-wide message
that forcefully communicates where House Democrats stand.
Join us on Zoom with your questions for Cartwright about Democratic messaging in the midterms.
Thursday, April 21
7:00-8:00pm ET on Zoom
REGISTER + DONATE

Meet Rep. Jamie Raskin + Support 12 House Dems in Must-Win Races!
Rep. Raskin was the lead manager for the second Trump impeachment trial, is a member Select
Committee on January 6th, was longtime professor of Constitutional Law, and is the author of Unthinkable:
Trauma, Truth, and the Trials of American Democracy.
Monday, May 2
7:00-8:00pm ET on Zoom
REGISTER + DONATE

THANK YOU

Our last event was a great success!
273 donations were received for the event on March 28 with three of our House candidates, Reps. Sharice
Davids (KS 03), Dan Kildee (MI 08), and Susan Wild (PA 07). We raised $55,248, which was divided
equally among them. And 122 of you attended the event.

FM INFO SESSION!
Stop by our FM Info session + talk with someone on our leadership team. These sessions are helpful to the
curious + FM newbies + anyone in the FM community.
Wed. April 20, 12:00-1:00pm ET
REGISTER for the LINK

HELP FM GROW +
have impact
Do you belong to a group, an association, a flock, a herd, a school, or a pack (not a PAC)? We’d like to
introduce Force Multiplier to your organization + invite your members to our Zoom events. Examples
include local Democratic clubs, Indivisible groups, community coalitions, alumni groups, professional
organizations, condo associations... If you trust Force Multiplier to help you make strategic political
investment decisions, then why not share us with your hive, clutch or gaggle? For more information, please
email Laura.

MULTIPLIER CORNER
Spreading the word about FM
FM's Multiplier program helps people reach out to their friends, family, old classmates and colleagues about
the candidates and groups we support. More than 60 new people have volunteered to become Multipliers
since January. If the average network has twenty-five people, more than 1500 new people will therefore be
seeing our event invitations. And chances are that many of those folks will pass the information along to
others.
This is "YOU X ME = DEMOCRACY" in action!
We have ideas, tools and support for anyone who would like to get involved. It's easy and really makes a
difference in our impact.
If you're interested in learning more and becoming a Multiplier, reach out to Bill Petri.
If you're a Multiplier + need advice, support or just a little encouragement, reach out to Steven Krugman.

It's not too late to join the POD SQUAD
The goal of our COMMON DENOMINATOR PODS is to help grow our community + our donor base to elect
Democrats. We can creatively connect the dots between supporting Democrats in the 2022 midterms
+ achieving the national policies + programs we care about.
COMMON DENOMINATOR PODS?
• A group of four to nine people from around the country with a common interest meet on Zoom. You’ll meet
interesting people who share your values + work together to help expand networks + get the word out
about FM’s efforts.
• FM PODs will decide their own meeting schedule + will develop special networking + projects that support
FM’s growth.
• A POD FACILITATOR will harness the ideas + connections + energy of these vibrant working groups +
assist by bringing knowledge of FM + its mission. Together, we'll explore new networks, groups +
creative ways to help FM grow + get to know others from around the country.
Pick a POD and get involved
The Climate Change + Environmental Pod
Voter Empowerment + Social Justice Pod

Please email Beth if you're interested.

How House Parties Work (it's simple
multiplication:)
In the Force Multiplier universe, small House Parties are one of the most effective +
informative tools we have to grow our community. An interested person (or two) invites
friends to learn about FM; their friends drop in, in person or on Zoom, to learn about
us + FM “ambassadors” are happy to tell all.
A friend had told Tina about FM + our methods sounded smart to her. Tina + her husband
then attended a House Party + after that, a candidate event + were impressed by FM’s level
of organization, the rigor of our research + the intimacy of the time with the candidate.
So in March of this year, Tina + her husband held a Zoom House Party for about 30 people.
If you’re on to something good, you share it!
They found out how easy it is to host one. Our coordinator Fern Fisher helps the host along
the way + brings knowledgeable FM members to tell our story + answer questions. Hosts
simply invite the guests + provide enthusiasm. After the presentation the FM ambassador
asks guests if they’d like to get more involved + they choose their own level of participation.
They may agree to attend events, forward our emails to their networks + or host a House
Party of their own.
“You tell two friends, then they’ll tell two friends, and so on, and so on, and so on.”
Thank you, Tina!
Let’s do it! Talk to Fern and let's get you party started! Fern Fisher House Party Coordinator

Help FM spread the word...that's how it works!
Please pass this news on to friends who may be interested. The more the merrier!

Visit our website forcemultiplierus.org
Please join us on Social Media! Share us + Tweet us + Repost us

You are receiving this email because you opted in via our website or gave a contribution to Force Multiplier.
Want to change how you receive these emails?
You can unsubscribe from this list.

